
Enhance the proficiency of your 
Continuous Improvement (CI) 

Leaders in driving change

Establish consistency by adopting 
well-proven methods for leading 

and engaging your employees

Maximize the impact of 
your training sessions on 
your people and results
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LBS TOOL-BASED “TRAIN-THE-TRAINER” PROCESS

1. Trainer Preparation
Align on Objectives for the Trainer in Training
Review facilitation methods and coaching criteria
Identify training target topics, sites, and dates

2. Conduct Event 
Pre-Work

Charter Development, Kaizen Objectives, Burning Platform, Data Analysis
Building the Kaizen Team, Event Communication, Leadership Engagement

3. Observe & Support a 
Kaizen Event

Engage in a Kaizen facilitated with a Lean Focus expert and proven methods & tools
Observe and learn the process for engaging the team and driving results
Independent study of Kaizen topic materials (assigned readings)

4. Lead a Kaizen Event with 
Coaching

Take on the Lead role on Kaizen Event from Start to Finish
Receive Coaching each step of the way from Lean Focus
Apply and Practice the Feedback to Strengthen skills throughout the week

5. Structured Feedback from 
Lean Focus

Coaching in the moment as needed
Daily feedback with targeted adjustments
Detailed scorecard highlighting Strengths & Opportunities across multiple criteria

LEAN FOCUS BUSINESS SYSTEM:
TRAIN-THE-TRAINER PROCESS



LBS TOOL-BASED TRAIN-THE-TRAINER PROCESS:

WHAT IS THE 
TRAIN-THE-
TRAINER 
PROCESS?

Unlock the full potential of your organization's Kaizen Facilitation with our 
comprehensive TRAIN-THE-TRAINER program. Follow a proven roadmap 
to success, developing the skills and capabilities of your Continuous 
Improvement (CI) Leaders. Build their confidence in driving tangible results 
and establish a consistent approach to Kaizen Event execution.

Experience the remarkable impact this program will have across your entire 
business. Witness the transformation as you build a self-sustaining culture 
of improvement that will propel your organization forward.
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How do I get 
started?
Schedule your CI Leaders for 
Train-the-Trainer 

Take the first step toward workspace 
transformation. Contact us today to 
schedule a consultation and discover how 
training your CI Leaders for Kaizen can 
elevate your organization's operations.

(630) 800-8519 | leanfocus.com

© Lean Focus LLC | All Rights Reserved A LEAN FOCUS PRACTICE AREA
LEADERSHIP

LEAN FOCUS BUSINESS SYSTEM:
TRAIN-THE-TRAINER PROCESS

Select the LBS Tool(s) for your org:

Daily Management

Candidate: Jane Doe Evaluator:   John Smith
Event Observed: Type of Kaizen, Location, Date

Facilitation Criteria Description Score Strengths Opportunities Summary

1 Coach Leadership

Coach Team Leader and Management 
throughout event. Engage them to 
Lead.

2.5

Better engagement with ProdMgr as the 
week went on.

MaintMgr was a bit less engaged (also 
jumping between teams).

Keep emphasizing this engagement of the 
kaizen leaders. Help facilitate their 
leadership. Defer discussion and decisions 
to them when possible. This will come 
better with practice and more structure in 
the kaizen to target their engagement in 
specific pieces.

2 Engaging Everyone

Facilitate engagement of team 
members.  Encouraging / Inclusive.  
Keeping everybody productive.

3

Dad Jokes help break the ice. Fidgety 
things were a hit. Is open, shares 
personality. Really takes time to listen and 
address questions & comments. Good 
engagement and attention from 
participants.

Make sure you are always reading the 
audience. People weren't getting EFMEA. 
This was a pretty balanced group for 
engagement, but continue to work on 
engaging the quiet ones. 

Overall, great job sharing your personality 
as well as learning and leveraging the 
various personalities in the room.

3 Focus on Objectives

Facilitate progress and momentum of 
team.  Keeps team focused on goals 
and scope

2.5

Posted Kaizen Deliverables with Harvey 
Balls at beginning of kaizen. After Day 1, 
kept returning to the objectives for review 
of progress.

Charter wasn't posted. Objectives weren't 
posted at beginning. Increase focus on 
daily deliverables for the sub-team 
Leaders.

This started off slow but really was solid 
by the end of the week.

4 Conflict Management / Adaptability

Manage team dynamics, emotions, 
conflicts.  Read the room.  Adjust style 
as needed. 

3

"Where are you going with this". "May be 
missing the point". Brought back the focus 
where it needed to be. Respectfully 
addressed sleeping participant. Did good 
job making adjustments through the 
week.

Consider words carefully. "You guys broke 
a screw". Something similar was said in 
BC.

Overall, not a lot of conflicts and the team 
dynamics were really good. Didn't have 
much chance to flex in this area.

5 Delivery / Energy Level
Presentation Skills.  Positive, neutral, 
high energy, enthusiastic demeanor.

3

Focus on WHY, how it all fits together. 
Takes time to explain and connect the 
dots. 

Can tend to overexplain at times. Read 
the audience, understand what is needed. 
Poka yoke "simpler to do the right thing 
than the wrong thing" vs. simple "error 
proofing". Gemba "where the action 
happens" vs. where the work is done. 
Keep the concepts simple and practical.

Watch the "overexplaining", but delivery 
is good and understandable by the 
various team members with different 
levels of knowledge and experience.

6 Un-Biased
Open minded, avoiding personal 
biases

2

Helps clarify for everyone "what Joe is 
asking". Good job asking for clarification 
in several instances.

Let bias lead him. Raised concerns over 
complexity of Kamishibai based on own 
perception rather than the team's. Let the 
process determine direction.

You are a good listener and seek 
understanding. Also, your perceptions 
and experience were evident at times 
when they are less important than the 
facilitation of the process.

7 Setting Bar High
Challenges status quo.  Manage 
resistance.  Stretching the team.

3

Good job not giving 100% until SW 
complete. Kept pushing for closure on 
open items, especially toward the end of 
the week.

This group was self-motivated with strong 
leadership support. Make sure you are 
setting the bar high from the kickoff to the 
end. Other groups will be more 
challenging.

No concerns

8 Expertise / Using the Tools

Demonstrated tool expertise.  Level 
necessary to accomplish objectives. 
Facilitate understanding.

2

Introduced concept of Gemba and 
reinforced using it. Compared GLOS to 
computer operating system. Good job 
connecting True North."Clean to Inspect". 

Brush up on the Pillars.  Focused 
Improvement not same as repairs. Quality 
is not how good we do it. Glossed over 6 
Big Losses. These are key for 
understanding and engaging ideas from 
team members. Share examples. Ask for 
examples. Increase focus on quizzing the 
basics. 

You've got the basics down and do a good 
job developing practical understanding. As 
ADS grows in their TPM competency, solid 
understanding of all the pieces will be 
more important. 

9 Managing Time / Organization

Time manager, keeping to agenda, 
setting time expectations, being 
prepared for the day, through the day.

2

Applied more structure as the week went 
on. Daily Plan, end of day report out. 
Increased consistency and discipline for 
executing SW for daily report outs. Good 
use of the visual timer toward the end of 
the week.

Forgot to capture expectations. Old 
agenda in the slide deck. Didn't print out 
the gemba questions. Set clear 
expectations for return time.  Got better 
through the week. Keep going back to the 
agenda. Keep working to balance depth of 
conversation, delegating, taking topics 
offline and time management.

Drive to being the most clear and 
organized in the room. Lead through 
example. Dedicate time at the end of the 
day to develop your next day's plan. 
Dedicate time before the morning kickoff, 
lunch break and end of day review to 
have your team's information updated 
and key points to share with the larger 
team. This really got much better as the 
week went on.

10 Results
Accomplishing all deliverables.  
Meeting Objectives.

3

Later in the week transitioned from 
facilitator to task manager.

Consider what is needed to get buy-in. 
Give more credit for the process 
(alignment on design of Kamishibai as an 
example). Process and alignment are 
essential to achieving sustained results.

All objectives met, good job!

Overall Kaizen Facilitator Score 
(30 Max)

26.0

87%

Kaizen Facilitation Train the Trainer

Overall, solid job facilitating a very successful Kaizen. This was even with limited Standard Work for 
facilitation being developed "on the fly". A few opportunities to continue to improve and apply in your 
future events.

Kaizen Event
Readiness
Checklist

Kaizen Event 
Prework Process

Kaizen Event Charter
Facilitator: Jeff Dahm - Lean 

Focus
Kaizen Tool Name: Standard Work

Charter Creation 
Date:

6/24/2021 Start Date (Kaizen): 7/19/2021

Charter Revision 
Date: 7/13/2021 End Date (Kaizen): 7/23/2021

SD/DM metric 
impacted:

Start Point:
End Point:
In Scope:
Out of Scope:

Unit Actual Standard Gap % Change
1.
2.
3.

Who When % Complete
1. Rory
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Location Start Time End Time
7:00 AM 4:00 PM

7:00 AM 4:00 PM

7:00 AM 4:00 PM

7:00 AM 4:00 PM

Who When
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6

 

  

   
 

  

  

  
   

  
  

    
  

  
   

      
 

Drawing of area with headcount
Current SOSs, standard work, etc
Current state 6S audit

Kaizen Preparation Needed Status
Demand at area
Takt Time of process

Wednesday: Build standard work, measure improvements and results

Thursday:
Implement standard work and gemba to validate, 
complete newspaper, report out

Friday:

Work Instructions 

Kaizen Agenda Description

Monday: Standard work overview, current state, process map

Tuesday: Identify waste, prioritize improvements, try-storm

Key Deliverables
Cycle Time/Takt Time Sheets
Standard Work Combination Sheets 
Standard Work Layout 
Job Hazard Analysis 

Current State & Future State 
6-S and visual management
Leader Standard Work

Standard: 410 cabs Warehouse, set-up
Metric(s) for Improvement

Daily HPU to cab production
Department cab goals

Actual: 325 cabs Finished Warehouse
Pattern: Increasing negatively Build, trim, Inspection, rework, carton

Problem Statement Kaizen Event Process Scope

Burning Platform:

The trimline assembly cell is missing cab production by 
20% on a daily basis.  This gap is causing added 
backorders, overtime, and low OTD to the customer.   
Critical for this cell to create standard work in order to 
overcome the 23 FTE headcount shortages which is 
contributing to this gap.

HPU/Cab production

Gap: 80 cabs daily  (725 build) Build Presses

Team Leader: Duane Heibult

Department/Location: Trimline

Champion: Jason Jacobs

Kaizen Charter
Preparation

Kaizen Objectives
Daily Objectives

Kaizen Event 
Facilitation 
Scorecard

Setup Reduction (SMED)

Problem Solving Process

Standard Work

Value Stream Mapping

Transactional Process Imp.

6S & Visual Management

TPM

*Others?…(~50 tools in total)
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